11 REMARKABLE FACTS ABOUT 9/11
2) Fire has never — prior to or after 9/11 — caused any large steel-frame highrise to collapse. The sudden, vertical, explosive, and total collapse of the Twin
Towers at near free-fall speed can be explained only by controlled demolition.
3) Many fragments of unignited nano-thermite — an explosive manufactured
only in sophisticated defense labs — were discovered by an international team
of scientists in dust samples collected near the WTC on or just after 9/11.
4) The WTC steel, which if fully examined could have revealed the effects
of explosives, was quickly shipped overseas and melted down. This was an
unprecedented violation of federal crime scene laws.
5) Whenever contact is lost with any airplane, fighter jets routinely take to the
air to investigate. This commonly occurs about 100 times per year in well under
20 minutes. But on 9/11 nearly two hours passed with no interceptions.
6) Unidentified insiders made millions on the stocks of American and United
Airlines and those of other corporations that were impacted by the attacks.
These “put option” bets were made just prior to 9/11.
7) The Secret Service broke established protocols by allowing President Bush to
remain in a well-publicized classroom “photo op” long after it was known that
the United States was under attack and that he might well be a prime target.
8) In September of 2000, a group of neocon hawks, many of whom would later
become key officials in the Bush administration, wrote that their proposed
massive military buildup would proceed slowly “absent some catastrophic and
catalyzing event — like a new Pearl Harbor.”
9) Some of the alleged 9/11 “suicide hijackers” are still alive and well, according to the BBC and The Guardian. At least five of the alleged hijackers may have
trained at U.S. military bases, as reported in Newsweek and other sources.
10) The Bush administration resisted the formation of the 9/11 Commission for
441 days. Similar investigations, such as those for Pearl Harbor, the JFK
assassination, and the space shuttle disasters, all started in about one week.
11) “The Jersey Girls” — four courageous 9/11 widows — finally forced the 9/11
Commission into existence and presented many questions, most of which were
ignored. Under the leadership of Bush administration insider Philip Zelikow, the
final report failed to address any of the evidence pointing to official complicity.

DEMAND THE TRUTH!
There are hundreds of additional facts that contradict the official story of 9/11. It is time
for a truly independent investigation that addresses all the questions asked by the citizens’
9/11 truth movement! Go to 911Truth.org and AE911Truth.org to learn more about
these 11 facts, discover many others, and read about the many prominent authorities who
support this movement. To find recommended books, magazines, and DVDs, and to obtain
more of these cards, go to 911ShareTheTruth.com, SF911Truth.org, or 911TV.org.

